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Summary Or
Results from an outdoor hover test of a full-scale Lynx
tail rotor are presented. The investigation was designed to R
further the understanding of the acoustics of an isolated u'
tail rotor hovering out-of-ground effect in atmospheric
turbulence, without the effects of the main rotor wake or
other helicopter components. Measurements include
simultaneous rotor performance, noise, inflow, and far-
field atmospheric turbulence. Results with grid-generated
inflow turbulence are also presented. The effects of
atmospheric turbulence ingestion on rotor noise are U
quantified. In contradiction to current theories, increasing
rotor inflow and rotor thrust were found to increase
turbulence ingestion noise. U,,o
This is the final report of Task 13A--Helicopter Tail
Rotor Noise, of the NASA/United Kingdom Defense Vr°t
Research Agency cooperative Aeronautics Research
Program.
Notation
a
A
b
C
CT/ff
OASPL
X
x0
speed of sound, m/s
z
autocorrelation coefficient
Zhub
number of blades (4)
blade chord (0.18 m) At
rotor thrust coefficient divided by rotor
solidity, rotor thrust/Rp(flR)2bc
dBA A-weighted Sound Pressure Level
(referenced to 20 laPa)
A
d separation distance between rods in the
turbulence-generating grid (7.6 cm) £1
Mti p rotor tip Mach number, flR/a p
N number of data samples per hot-film 1:
time record (2048) 0
Over-all Sound Pressure Level, dB
(referenced to 20 laPa)
*California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo, California.
observer radial distance
nondimensionalized by R
rotor radius (1.105 m)
rms turbulence velocity,
_/1 N ,0Ji m/s
N
I__ Z Ui m/s
average velocity, N i=l '
velocity measured by hot-film
probe, m/s
atmospheric wind speed measured by
cup anemometer, m/s
inflow velocity measured by pitot
probe, m/s
distance downstream from grid, cm
position of maximum grid-generated
turbulence (5 < _- < 15), cm
height above ground, m
height of rotor hub above ground,
(6.1 m)
hot-film signal sample spacing
(0.0125 s)
atmospheric wind direction measured
from rotor axis (positive, clockwise
looking down), deg
eddy length, m
rotor rotational speed, rad/s
air density, kg/m 3
autocorrelation delay, "t = jAt, s
rotor collective pitch, deg
Subscripts
f
n
denotes far-field hot-film parameter
denotes near-field hot-film parameter
Introduction
Turbulence ingestion noise is an important source of
helicopter noise, particularly in the absence of impulsive
noise sources (ref. 1), and can be a significant source of
broadband noise when a helicopter is in hover or vertical
ascent (ref. 2). Turbulence ingestion noise is generated
when a rotor blade interacts with atmospheric turbulence
or the turbulent wakes of preceding blades (ref. 2). For a
lifting, hovering rotor, however, the wake of the preceding
blade will convect out of the path of the following blades,
leaving the atmospheric turbulence as a major contributor
to the sound radiated by a hovering rotor. The manner in
which ingested atmospheric turbulence is manifested as
rotor noise is explained as follows. A lifting rotor
accelerates the air and stretches atmospheric eddies
passing through the rotor. The velocity fluctuations in the
eddies cause fluctuations of the local pressure, lift, and
drag of the rotor blades. These unsteady forces are the
acoustic source of atmospheric turbulence ingestion noise.
A blade-eddy interaction produces broadband noise.
Multiple interactions with a single eddy produce corre-
lated disturbances. The blades of a hovering tail rotor can
chop an atmospheric eddy over 500 times. The exact
number of chops depends on the number of blades, rotor
rpm, eddy size, and rotor inflow velocity. For a hovering
main rotor, the blades chop a single atmospheric eddy
10 to 200 times. Acoustic spectra from a tail rotor
chopping atmospheric turbulence will be narrow band.
Acoustic spectra from a main rotor chopping atmospheric
turbulence will contain both narrow band and broadband
components.
In order to determine the effects of atmospheric turbu-
lence ingestion on rotor acoustics, numerous characteris-
tics of the atmosphere must be measured simultaneously,
in addition to the rotor-radiated noise. To date, no single
experiment has included acquisition of all the necessary
but difficult measurements. Unlike the controlled
environment in a wind tunnel, the atmosphere is inher-
ently unsteady and at times unstable. A large number of
assorted sensors located at various altitudes would be
required to thoroughly document the changing atmo-
spheric conditions.
Complete characterization of the atmospheric turbulence
was beyond the scope of this experiment. The objective of
this experimental investigation was to correlate a few
basic features of atmospheric turbulence with the sound
radiated by a full-scale Lynx tail rotor in hover. This
report presents measurements of simultaneous rotor
performance, noise, inflow, and far-field atmospheric
turbulence. Results with grid-generated turbulence are
also presented. Some of these results have been docu-
mented in reference 3; however, the present report covers
a wider range of test conditions and includes two addi-
tional microphone locations.
In addition, this is the final report of Task 13A--
Helicopter Tail Rotor Noise, of the NASA/United
Kingdom Defense Research Agency cooperative
Aeronautics Research Program. A brief summary of the
program is provided in appendix A.
The authors thank Prof. A. R. George of Corneli
University for his invaluable advice and recommendations
regarding the analysis of the data. The support of this test
program by Dr. Charles Smith of NASA Ames is also
appreciated.
Description of Experiment
Model
A full-scale Lynx tail rotor was used for this investigation.
This rotor consists of four constant-chord, untwisted
blades (fig. I ). Nominal rotor speed was 1850 rpm. The
rotor hub has conventional flapping and feathering hinges
and was installed 6. I m above the ground. The tail rotor
was mounted on the NASA Ames Tail Rotor Test Rig
(TRTR), shown in figure 2, at the Outdoor Aerodynamic
Research Facility. The rotor drive motor, drive shaft, and
right-angle gearbox are mounted inside the horizontal
boom, which is mounted on the main vertical support.
Additional information about the TRTR and Lynx rotor
can be found in references 4 and 5.
Rotor Measurements
A strain-gauge balance was used to measure the mean
rotor thrust, torque, and vertical force. The balance was
mounted between the horizontal support tube and the
gearbox mounting bracket (fig. 3). Rotor balance accuracy
is shown in table I. Balance data were acquired using a
low-pass filter set at 10 Hz. Mean blade flapwise bending
moments were measured at 30%, 40% and 70% radial
Table1.Rotorbalanceaccuracy
Combinedloadingcondition
Positivethrust Negativethrust
andtorque andtorque
Calculatedthrust
accuracy
(%maximum
thrust)
Calculatedtorque
accuracy(%maximum
torque)
+1 +2
+2 +4
positions (fig. I ). Bending moment data were acquired
using a low-pass filter set at 100 Hz. Mean balance and
blade bending moment data were computed from 15 s of
data.
Flow Measurements
The rotor inflow was measured with a single-element hot-
film anemometer and a pitot-static probe. Data from the
pitot-static probe were low-pass filtered with the filter set
at 10 Hz; averaged values were computed from 15 s of
data. The hot-film and pitot-static probe were mounted on
a tower and remained fixed relative to the rotor. The hot-
film was horizontal and parallel to the rotor plane.
A 3.6- by 3.6-m turbulence-generating grid was installed
upstream of the rotor for several runs. The grid consisted
of 1.3 cm diameter rods arranged in 7.6 cm square cells.
The grid changed the character of the ingested turbulence
by introducing small-scale turbulence. Figure 4 shows the
locations of the hot-film probe and grid with respect to the
rotor. According to Hinze (ref. 6) and Batchelor (ref. 7),
grid-generated turbulence becomes homogeneous in a
uniform freestream for x/d > 10, where x is the distance
downstream from the grid and d is the cell width. At
x/d = 10, maximum turbulence velocity is expected. The
hot-film and rotor plane were positioned at x/d = 9.5 and
x/d = 16.7, respectively. The flow into the grid is recog-
nized as non-uniform since the rotor inflow has spanwise
variations in axial velocity. However, the methods of
Batchelor (ref. 7) were used to position the grid upstream
of the rotor; therefore, the turbulence at the rotor plane is
assumed to be approximately homogeneous. Figure 5
shows the installation of the grid.
A second single-element hot-film was mounted on a tower
located upstream and to the side of the tail rotor. The hot-
film was horizontal and parallel to the rotor plane. The
probe was 4.7 m above the ground and remained fixed.
This probe was used to measure the atmospheric turbu-
lence in the far-field. Figure 6 shows the location of the
far-field tower with respect to the rotor.
Constant temperature anemometer bridges powered the
hot-film probes. The anemometer signals were iinearized.
The near-field probe signal was low-pass filtered (filter
set at 40 Hz) to remove the blade passage frequency
before being digitized. A dynamic signal analyzer with an
anti-aliasing filter was used to digitize the data from both
probes. Figure 7 shows the hot-film data acquisition
system. No averaging or windowing was used. The data
were recorded for 25.6 s at 80 samples/s. The probes were
calibrated before the experiment, but not before every run.
A second calibration performed after the completion of
the experiment revealed very little change in the probes'
conversion constants and offsets. The data were reduced
using the average of the results from the two calibrations.
Atmospheric wind speed and direction were measured
using a cup anemometer and a weather vane located on a
third tower roughly 46 m upstream of the rotor, 55 m from
the rotor axis, and 10 m above the ground. Additionally,
the weather station at Naval Air Station Moffett Field
recorded several atmospheric parameters hourly. Mea-
surements included air temperature, wind speed, wind
direction, barometric pressure, humidity, and cloud
conditions. These measurements were recorded 12.8 m
above sea level, at a location approximately 1500 m
south-east of the Outdoor Aerodynamic Research Facility.
Acoustic Measurements
Five microphones were typically used to acquire acoustic
data. The microphones were placed in an array about the
rotor at distances of 2.5, 4.5, and 10 rotor radii away from
the hub. The microphone locations are tabulated in table 2
and shown in figure 6. All but one of the microphones
(mic 8) were at the same height as the rotor. Acoustic
foam was used to substantially reduce reflected rotor
noise off the ground, near-field tower, and TRTR (figs. 2
and 5). Wind screens were placed over each microphone
to reduce wind-generated noise.
Table 2. Microphone locations
Microphone Or 2' (deg) (Z-Zhub)/R
2 2.5 225 0.0
6 4.5 270 0.0
8 2.5 !80 - 1.77
9 4.5 0 0.0
11 I 0.0 0 0.0
Allmicrophoneswerecalibrateddailyusingapiston-
phone.Twomicrophonecalibrationswererecordedeach
day.Theconversionconstantsfromthetworecorded
calibrationswerethenaveraged;thisaveragedvalue
servedastheconversionconstantforeachmicrophonefor
thatparticularday.Theerrorassociatedwiththismethod
isontheorderof+l dB.Thedatawererecordedfor30s
usinga 14-trackFMtaperecorderwithatapespeedof
30ips,givingafrequencyrangeof20kHz.Spectrafrom
theacoustictimehistoriesweregeneratedbyadynamic
signalanalyzerusingtherotorl/revasanexternaltrigger.
Thefluctuationi rotorspeedwaslessthan0.2percentof
full-scale,thatis,nomorethan2to4rpm.All acoustic
datawerereducedusingatimerecordof0.256sper
average(approximately8revolutionsperaveragebased
onanominalrpmof 1850),aspanof3.125kHz,anda
bandwidthof 5.86Hz.Eachspectrumrepresents25aver-
ages(nooverlap)ofpowerspectramadewithaHanning
window.A schematicoftheacousticdataacquisitionset-
upisshownin figure8.
Themeasurementsofrotornoiseincludegearnoisefrom
theright-anglegearboxlocatedimmediatelyupstreamof
therotorhub.Gearnoise,asdescribedbyDale(ref.8),
appearsin thespectrasdiscretefrequencyspikesatsome
sidebandsoftheintegerharmonicsofthegearmesh
frequency(37/rev)modulatedbytherotorbladepassage
frequency(k'37+ n*4 per rev, k and n are integers). The
probable cause is modulation of the gear mesh frequency
by quasi-periodic disturbances on the rotor blades. Noise
was not produced at all sidebands. Gear noise was
removed from the spectra for sidebands of the first three
harmonics of the gear mesh frequency. The following
procedure was used to remove the gear noise. A low-order
polynomial curve was fit through the 80% dB levels of a
noise spectrum. Next, frequencies (k'37 + n*4 per rev)
contaminated with gear noise were identified. Amplitudes
at these contaminated frequencies were removed if the
amplitude exceeded the polynomial curve fit value. The
amplitude was then replaced with an interpolated value
using frequencies (with amplitudes less than the curve fit
value) adjacent to the contaminated frequency. This
procedure generally reduced amplitudes at three or four
spectral lines centered at the contaminated frequency.
Figure 9 shows a typical correction to an acoustic
spectrum.
Configuration and Test Envelope
Data acquisition times were planned for morning hours
when the wind speed at the site was low, generally below
2 m/s (with some data acquired between 2 and 6 m/s), in
order to simulate hover and obtain high quality acoustic
data. The low winds led to generally low turbulence
intensities.
The test configuration consisted of the TRTR with the
microphone array and the near-field and far-field towers.
Data were also acquired prior to the installation of the
towers. In addition, the turbulence grid was installed for
some of the data acquisition runs. The ranges of test
parameters are shown in table 3.
Table 3. Ranges of test parameters
Configuration:
Rotor collective pitch, 0
CT/t_
Rotor tip Mach number, Mti p
Atmospheric wind direction, _'
Atmospheric wind speed, Uoo (m/s)
Far-field eddy length, Af (m)
Average inflow velocity, un (m/s)
No tower; no grid Tower; no grid Tower; grid
-9 ° to 15° 3° to 15° 3° to 15°
-0.0296 to 0.0789 0.0038 to 0.0758 0.0041 to 0.0760
0.52 to 0.63 0.52 to 0.62 0.62
* -28 ° to 59 ° -17 ° to 59 °
0.0 to 2.67 0.38 to 5.74 1.27 to 3.57
0.8 to 12.8 1.0 to 14.1
2.24 to 8.71 2.84 to I 1.40
*Includes conditions for which Uoo < 1.0 m/s regardless of atmospheric wind direction and conditions for which
-30 ° < )' < 60 ° regardless of atmospheric wind speed.
Data Quality
In analyzing the large amount of acoustic and turbulence
data, every effort was made to exclude questionable data.
Criteria for excluding data and quality of the data are
discussed below.
Atmospheric Measurements
The data were limited to those conditions acquired with
wind directions of-30 ° <y < 60 ° (fig. 6) for the runs in
which the near-field tower was present. This avoided
blockage effects from the near-field tower and the TRTR
on the rotor and hot-film measurements. For those runs
conducted prior to the near-field tower installation, the
data were limited to the same wind direction envelope or
those conditions in which the ambient wind speed was
less than 1.0 m/s, regardless of wind direction.
In an attempt to compute near- and far-field transverse
eddy lengths, a second movable probe was installed at
each tower. The movable probe was then traversed
upward and away from the fixed probe. Data were
typically acquired at seven discrete probe separation
distances (0-3 m) while holding rotor conditions constant.
The transverse eddy length was then computed from the
cross-correlation coefficients of the two probes at each
tower. This method proved to be inadequate for calcu-
lating an accurate transverse eddy length. Data recorded
simultaneously from a rake of probes at each tower would
have been preferred. Therefore, for this paper, data from
only the fixed probe is presented for each tower and no
estimate of transverse eddy length is presented.
The longitudinal eddy length at each tower was obtained
from respective fixed probe autocorrelations. Auto-
correlations were only performed on time histories which
appeared stochastic. The autocorrelation is defined as
N-j
= _ (U i - u)CLIi+j - u)Aj N-- ji--I
The eddy lengths are defined by
q-I Anj
An = Un At Y_
j--0 An0
- q-1 Afj
Af_ At j=_0 A_0
where q is the lowest integer for which Aq is negative.
The far-field eddy lengths were computed using the
(cos 7) term to account for wind direction. Figure 10
presents a typical hot-film time history and the corre-
sponding normalized autocorrelation and frequency
spectrum. As stated earlier, the probe signals were
recorded for 25.6 s. A time record of perhaps thirty
minutes for .the far-field probes would have been better
for determining if the flow was stationary, since the far-
field contains turbulent eddies which are complex, large-
scale structures. Because the time record lengths were
insufficient to obtain statistically accurate autocorrelations
and integral times, the integral scales presented should be
considered only as rather coarse estimates.
In addition, a higher sampling rate for the hot-film
probes would have been preferable, especially for the
near-tower probe. Since the probe signals were sampled
at 80 samples/s and the near-tower signal was low-pass
filtered at 40 Hz before being recorded, the frequency
content beyond 40 Hz is not available. This prevents a
determination of the turbulence spectrum above 40 Hz
and precludes a determination of the filter effect on the
turbulence level or length scale. In a similar experiment,
however, Paterson and Amiet (ref. 9) found the error in
overall rms turbulence level due to low-pass filtering to be
less than 10%. Instrumentation limitations dictated that
only a fixed number of samples (2,048) could be acquired
per data point, leading to the chosen compromise between
record length and sample rate.
As a means of verifying the rotor inflow velocity
measured by the hot-film, a pitot-static probe was placed
in the rotor inflow. The probe was slightly (4%) closer to
the blade tip than the hot-film (fig. 4). Rotor inflow
surveys performed by Simonich, et al. (ref. 10) indicate
that the magnitude of the inflow velocity increases with
distance from the center of rotation to roughly 60% of the
blade radius, so the probe is expected to experience
somewhat higher inflow velocities than the hot-film.
Figure I I supports this; the slope of the curve is greater
than unity, and therefore the inflow velocity measured by
the hot-film is considered consistent with that measured
by the pitot-static probe.
Acoustic Measurements
As stated earlier, data are limited to a narrow range of
wind directions for those runs in which the near-field
tower was present to minimize the influence of the near-
field tower on the rotor inflow. However, acoustic
reflections from the tower were a concern since not all of
the tower could be treated with foam and the foam does
not completely eliminate reflections. Data were acquired
early in the experimental program without the tower
installed. These data are limited to the same wind
direction envelope, or to those conditions in which the
ambient wind speed was less than 1.0 m/s regardless of
wind direction. Comparisons are made of acoustic spectra
with and without the tower in figure 12. Rotor and
atmospheric conditions are similar, but not exact. Note
that the rotor rpm is 1.5% higher for the condition with
the tower present. All microphone spectra, especially the
in-plane (mic 6) microphone spectrum, exhibit slightly
higher floors at the higher frequencies in addition to
higher blade passage harmonic peaks with the tower
present. Because of the inherent difficulty in obtaining
closely matched atmospheric conditions with and without
the tower present, only one comparison is possible among
the data set to assess the influence of the tower. Hence,
the effect of the tower cannot be quantified precisely;
however, figures 12(d) and 12(e) show that the presence
of the tower does not dramatically change the character of
the acoustic spectra of the on-axis microphones, where
turbulence ingestion noise is most dominant. The off-axis
microphones were positioned closer to the tower which
may account for the larger difference in the spectra with
the tower present. We conclude, then, that the turbulence
ingestion noise measured by the on-axis microphones is
not significantly influenced by the presence of the tower.
Another structure which may have disrupted the inflow to
the rotor is the horizontal rotor support structure shown in
figure 5. For positive thrust, the horizontal support is
immediately upstream of the rotor. The support could
generate disturbances in the flow which produce noise
similar to noise produced by ingested atmospheric
turbulence. This possibility was investigated by looking
at the acoustic spectra for a low wind, negative thrust
condition, and a corresponding positive thrust condition.
For a negative thrust condition, the horizontal support
is in the wake of the rotor rather than in the inflow.
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the spectra for micro-
phones 2 and 8 located 45 ° from the rotor axis for CT/O =
+0.01, respectively. These data were acquired prior to the
installation of the near-field tower. Data from the on-axis
microphones were contaminated by the wake of the rotor
flowing past the microphones. Although there are
differences in the magnitudes of some of the peaks, the
character of the spectra are similar for the positive and
negative thrust conditions. Thus even when the horizontal
support is not in the rotor inflow, turbulence ingestion
noise exists. Since there are no other structures which
could disturb the inflow of the rotor for a negative thrust
condition, the turbulence ingestion noise is attributed to
atmospheric turbulence. Therefore, any turbulence
ingestion noise caused by the horizontal support for
positive thrust conditions is reasoned to be small
compared to the atmospheric turbulence ingestion noise.
Data consistency and repeatability are important qualities
of any experiment but can be difficult to achieve in an
outdoor test. The atmospheric conditions usually
remained fairly steady during a run, although the
occurrence of a wind gust or changes in ambient noise
levels during data acquisition were possible. The
degree of data repeatability is shown in figures 14-16.
Figures 14(a) and 14(b) present spectra from a single run
for an off-axis (mic 2) and on-axis (mic 9) microphone,
respectively. Figures 15 and 16 are similar to figure 14
except for differing rotor conditions. Runs for this
experiment typically lasted 20 to 30 minutes. Rotor
rotational velocity was adjusted between data point
acquisitions as necessary to maintain a specified value of
Mtip, and is the only rotor operating control which was
varied in a given run. As the legends on figures 14-16
indicate, the atmospheric wind speed and direction change
slightly within a run. The on-axis microphone results are
very repeatable. The off-axis microphone shows more
variation, especially at the higher frequencies.
Figures 14-16 thus represent the amount of scatter to be
expected in the acoustic spectra.
Results and Discussion
Data characterizing the atmospheric turbulence are
discussed first. The sensitivity of the acoustic measure-
ments to basic characteristics of the atmospheric
turbulence are then discussed. Appendix B provides
descriptions of the parameters tabulated in appendix C.
The results tabulated in appendix C are for the range of
test conditions shown in table 3.
Atmospheric Measurements
Quantifying the magnitude of turbulence ingestion noise
for this test requires detailed knowledge of the atmo-
spheric turbulence structure, which is very complicated.
The structure depends upon the wind profile and upstream
conditions, terrain roughness and shear, fluxes of moisture
and thermal energy, cloud cover, and other factors.
Depending on these factors the turbulence velocities can
be moderately or severely anisotropic (especially in
stable, stratified conditions). In addition, inhomogeneous
large eddy structures often include significant intermit-
tency (refs. I 1 and 12). Finally, the rotor distorts the
environmental turbulence (ref. 13).
The upstream wind conditions at the Outdoor Aero-
dynamic Research Facility generally begin over
San Francisco Bay. From the shoreline, the upstream
wind flows over a kilometer of terrain consisting of long
grass with some shrubs, isolated trees, and berms.
Although the atmosphere appeared to be stably stratified
at higher altitudes, the atmosphere at the rotor height was
likely neutral or slightly unstable during the testing
periods due to mechanical mixing from terrain roughness.
The general character of the turbulence at any location in
the atmospheric boundary layer is determined by the
stability of the atmosphere relative to the turbulence
generatedbyshearstress.If theatmosphereisneutralto
slightlybuoyanttheturbulencewillbesimilartothatinan
aerodynamicboundarylayer.FollowingPanofskyand
Dutton(ref.14),atmosphericbuoyancywascheckedfor
conditionsduringthistestbyestimatingtheTurner
classesof theflowfromtheMoffettFieldweatherand
solardatatofindtheapproximateMonin-Obukhov
lengthsandRichardsonnumbers.Therangeofestimated
Monin-Obukhovlengthswasapproximately-10to-25m
andtherangeofRichardsonnumberswasapproximately
--0.06to-0.25,indicatingnearneutraltoslightlyunstable
conditions.Thiswasconsistentwiththehot-filmmeasure-
mentsandindicatesthattheassumptionf isotropic
turbulenceisareasonablefirstapproximationfarfromthe
rotor.
Far-field-Far-fieldturbulencel ngthscalesareshownin
figure17asafunctionoftheatmosphericwindspeed.
Thewindspeedcomponentmeasuredbythefar-field
probehasbeenadjustedforwinddirectioninorderto
arriveatthetotalmagnitude.Theeddylengthsatthe
lowestwindspeedsarelowbecausethereislittle
mechanicalmixingoftheatmosphericboundarylayer.
Theeddylengthsinitiallyincreasewithincreasingwind
speed,butbecomel ssdependentonwindspeedat
moderatewindspeeds.Athigherwindspeeds,thelength
scalesareoftheorderofthemeasurementheight(4.7m),
consistentwithlengthscalesthatareexpectedfora
neutraltoslightlybuoyantboundarylayer.
Themeasuredatmosphericrmsturbulencev locities,u'f,
correspondingtotheeddylengthsin figure17areshown
in figure18.Theprimarycauseforu'fincreasingwith
windspeedisdevelopmentof heboundarylayerwith
increasingwindspeed.
Near-field-Thestretchingoftheeddiesastheyare
acceleratedthroughtherotorisshowninfigure19.The
gridwasnotinstalledfortheseconditions.Theamountof
eddystretchingisonemeasureof howtherotoraltersthe
surroundingatmosphericturbulencepriortoingestingthe
turbulence.Thelengthandspeedoftheingestededdies
determinesthenumberoftimestheeddywillbechopped
bytherotorblades.Whiletheratioofnear-tofar-field
longitudinaleddylengthsformostpointshownin
figure19isgreaterthanunity,asignificantumberare
not.Thisisbecausethemeasurementsweremadeinan
Euleriansense,notLagrangian--individualeddieswere
nottrackedastheytraveledfromthefar-fieldandbecame
distortedbytherotor.Therefore,theeddiesenteringthe
rotorshouldingeneralbelongerthanthefar-fieldeddies,
buttherecanbeexceptions.Lengthscalesoftheingested
eddiesareshowninfigure20asafunctionoftheinflow
velocity.Thescatterinthedataislarge;nodiscernible
effectsof Mtip or rotor collective pitch on eddy length
were observed.
Figure 21 shows ingested rms turbulence velocity as a
function of atmospheric wind speed. The rms turbulence
velocity increases with increasing atmospheric wind speed
for the range of this experiment. There is no discernible
effect of rotor operating condition on rms turbulence
velocity.
Acoustic Measurements
Acoustics results are shown for the five observer positions
(table 2 and fig. 6). The primary measurement locations,
microphones 9 and I I, were on the rotor axis 4.5 and
10 rotor radii from the rotor, respectively. Measurements
at these locations show the greatest effect of atmospheric
turbulence ingestion. Microphones 2 and 8 were placed
45 ° from the rotor axis; microphone 6 was placed 90 °
(in-plane) from the rotor axis. Background noise
measurements were typically at least 20 dB below the
acoustic measurements of the rotor.
General characteristics of the measured noise are
discussed first. Next, atmospheric effects on measured
noise are presented. Variations in ingested rms turbulence
velocity, ingested eddy length, atmospheric wind speed,
and inflow velocity are investigated to determine their
influence on the rotor noise. Effects of varying rotor thrust
are then discussed, followed by a discussion of the effects
of inserting a turbulence-generating grid upstream of the
rotor.
General characteristics- Figure 9 shows an averaged
spectrum from microphone 9 with and without the gear
noise removed. The mean ambient wind for this condition
is essentially zero; however, zero mean ambient wind
does not preclude the existence of turbulence. The near-
field tower was not installed for this condition. Several
aspects of this spectrum are characteristic of the noise
measured in this experiment. The spectrum contains
numerous distinct rotor blade passage harmonics rising
above the broadband noise. For a hovering rotor, two
mechanisms which produce peaks at the blade passage
frequency harmonics are steady loading noise and
turbulence ingestion noise. Peaks from steady loading
noise diminish with increasing frequency much faster than
in this example. The peaks in the measured spectrum are
very narrow at the lower frequencies and increase in
width as the frequency increases; this is a characteristic of
turbulence ingestion noise (ref. 15). Another possible
cause of widening peaks is unsteadiness in the rotor
speed; however, as explained earlier, the rotor speed was
found to be very steady. Also, the peaks identified with
the gear noise do not widen at the higher frequencies.
Therefore,thewideningofthepeaksin thespectrumis
mostlikelycausedbyturbulenceingestion.Additional
spectrafrommicrophone9acquiredforvariousrotorand
atmosphericconditionsexhibitsimilarcharacteristics.In
contrast,spectrafrommicrophone6(in-planelocation)
exhibitdifferentcharacteristics,asshowninfigure22(a).
Theamplitudesofthefirst2or3bladepassageharmonics
arelargerandcanbeattributedtothicknessnoise.Ampli-
tudesdiminishquicklyforthefirst3or4harmonics;
generally,levelsofallharmonicsaboveaboutthefourth
areloweratthislocation.Theexistenceofdistinctand
broadeningpeaksin thespectraoutto2kHzindicate
somenoiseisradiatingfromtheturbulenceingestion;
however,thisnoiseisabout40dBbelowthefundamental
andthuscontributeslittletothesoundlevelintheplane
oftherotoreitherinOASPLordBAmeasurements.The
spectrumshowninfigure22(b)isfrommicrophoneI I,
theotheron-axismicrophone.Figures22(c)and22(d)
representmicrophones2and8,respectively,whichare
45° fromtherotoraxis.Figures22(b)-(d)aresimilarin
charactertothemicrophone9spectra.
Atmospheric turbulence effects- Variations in
atmospheric turbulence are expected to cause changes in
sound measurements when turbulence ingestion is a major
sound-producing mechanism. The structure of the inflow
turbulence incident on the rotor will influence the nature
of the blade lift fluctuations and thus the radiated sound.
If the time records of the probes were long enough to
obtain a statistical average and short enough for the
turbulence characteristics to be quasi-stationary, the near-
and far-field measured turbulence characteristics should
be clearly related. As shown in figures 17-21, however,
much scatter exists in the turbulence measurements. In
this section, therefore, acoustic measurements will be
related to estimates of turbulence characteristics made in
the near-field.
When a rotor interacts with atmospheric turbulence, the
turbulence produces fluctuating pressures on the rotor
blades leading to fluctuating lift and drag. These pressure
fluctuations radiate away from the rotor as sound. Most
likely, the fluctuating lift will be greater than the
fluctuating drag. If this happens, more sound will radiate
perpendicular to the blade in the direction of the rotor axis
than parallel to the blade close to the plane of the rotor.
Also, higher rms turbulence velocities are expected to
produce higher pressure fluctuations and higher radiated
sound levels than lower rms turbulence velocities would
produce. Figure 23 shows the effects of rms turbulence
velocity in the near-field, U'n, on the sound radiated by the
rotor for two values of Mti p. The turbulence-generating
grid was not present. The metric dBA was chosen over
OASPL because dBA gives more weight to frequencies
between 1 and 4 kHz. Turbulence ingestion noise in this
frequency range, where humans are most sensitive, is
more significant than thickness or steady loading noise.
There appears to be little or no trend with rms turbulence
velocity for any of the microphones for either Mti p,
especially the in-plane microphone (fig. 23(c)). At this
location, thickness noise dominates the radiated noise and
is manifested mainly in the first few rotor harmonics. The
off-axis microphones (figs. 23(a) and (b)) tend to have
more scatter per collective than the on-axis microphones
(figs. 23(d) and (e)). Although figure 23 does not reveal a
significant correlation of sound level with U'n, power
spectra can reveal more detailed information. Figure 24
shows spectra from two points in figure 23 with a
collective pitch of 7°, Mtip = 0.52, and two different
values of U'n. All other conditions for the two points are
similar, except the atmospheric wind speed. The wind
speeds are 0.7 and 3.9 m/s corresponding to the smaller
and larger values of u' n, respectively. The on-axis
microphones (figs. 24(d) and (e)) show that with higher
u' n, the amplitude of the lower frequency rotor blade
passage harmonics is greater than for the lower U'n case;
the amplitudes of the higher frequency harmonics are
about the same. Also, with higher rms turbulence
velocities, the broadband noise floor increases, about 2 dB
at the lower frequencies and about 5 dB at the higher
frequencies shown. The off-axis microphones (figs. 24(a)
and (b)) show similar features as the on-axis microphones,
but to a lesser degree. The in-plane microphone
(fig. 24(c)) does not appear to be significantly influenced
by the change in U'n.
Eddy length may also affect the turbulence ingestion noise
produced by a rotor. The rotor will chop a long eddy for a
longer period than a short eddy, which could produce
more tonal noise. Figure 25 shows measurements from all
microphones for Mti p = 0.52 and 0.62; no grid was
present. For a fixed collective, no distinct effect of eddy
length is observed. Levels increase with increasing rotor
collective pitch. Scatter in the data per collective is
greatest for the off-axis microphones (figs. 25(a) and (b)),
followed by the on-axis microphones (figs. 25(d) and (e))
and in-plane microphone (fig. 25(c)). Figure 26 shows
spectra from two points in figure 25 with 7° collective
pitch, Mti p ---0.52, and two values of the near-field eddy
length, An. All other conditions are similar. No significant
difference between the two spectra is observed for any of
the microphones. Because of the high rotational velocity
of this tail rotor (blade passage frequencies of 102-
124 Hz) and the ingested eddy size (2 to 20 m), the rotor
is expected to chop the eddy 80 to 800 times. Chopping an
eddy 80 times is sufficient to produce fairly coherent
sound; increasing the number of chops above 80 may
have insignificant effect on the coherence. Thus noise
produced by the tail rotor chopping of the longest eddies
maybeonlyslightlymorecoherentthanthenoise
producedbytherotorchoppingtheshortesteddiesinthis
experiment.
Theatmosphericwindspeedistheotherbasicharac-
teristicoftheatmosphericturbulencethatwasmeasured.
Thermsturbulencev locitiesexhibitsomecorrelation
withwindspeed(fig.21).Figure27showsacoustic
measurementsforMtip=0.52and0.62withoutthegrid
present.Resultsaresimilartothoseobservedinfigure23.
Again,levelsincreasewithincreasingrotorcollective
pitch.
Rotorinflow-Measuredsoundlevelscorrelatemore
stronglywiththerotorinflowvelocitythanwithanyother
parameteroratmosphericquantitymeasured.Atmicro-
phonelocationsontherotoraxisandat45°offtherotor
axis,soundlevelsmeasuredindBAincreasewith
increasingrotorinflowvelocitywithoutthegridpresent
(fig.28).Intheplaneoftherotor(fig.28(c)),sometrend
of increasingsoundlevelswithincreasinginflowvelocity
occurs;however,theslopeisnotassteepasfortheother
microphonelocations.Also,intherotorplanewhere
thicknessnoiseradiatesstronglythetipMachnumber
influencesthesoundlevelmorethanattheothermicro-
phonelocations.Thestrongdependenceonrotorinflow
velocitysuggeststhatanobstructiontotheinflowmight
becausingnoisebyproducingdisturbancesthatherotor
chops.Thispossibilitywaseliminatedbyexamining
soundataacquiredwiththerotorthrustinginthe
oppositedirection(negativeCT/O).Theprevious
discussionconcerningfi ure13showsthatnoobstruction
contributedsignificantlytothesoundlevelsfortheoff-
axismicrophones.
Rotorthrust-Increasingrotorthrustwillobviously
increasetheloadingnoiseoftherotor;however,
accordingtocurrenttheories(refs.13and16),pressure
disturbancesontherotorblade(andhenceradiatedsound)
duetoturbulenceingestionareindependentof hesteady
lift oftherotorblade.Inthesetheories,increasingrotor
thrustincreasestheeddylengthdistortion,producing
longerlongitudinaleddies.Withthesamenergyinthe
eddydistributedoveralongereddy,theexpectedeffect
onnoiseistoproducemoreblade-to-bladecorrelation.
Thetotalacousticenergyremainsthesameandismore
concentratedatthebladepassageharmonicsbecauseof
theincreaseinbladeintersectionswithagiveneddy.In
allthemeasurementsexaminedabove,however,the
soundlevelindBAincreasedwithincreasingrotor
collective.Asexplainedearlier,themetricdBAwas
chosentoemphasizethefrequencyrangeofturbulence
ingestionnoiseratherthansteadyloadingnoise.The
collectivepitchdirectlyinfluencestherotorCT/O,amore
directmeasureofhowtherotorinteractswiththeair.
Figure29showsoundpressurel velmeasuredindBAas
afunctionofCT/_.Thegridwasnotpresent.Forthe
microphonesmostinfluencedbyturbulenceingestion
noise(locationsoutoftherotorplane),thesoundlevel
increaseswithincreasingCT/_.Intheplaneoftherotor
thesoundlevelsincreasewithincreasingCTIO, but not as
steeply as at the locations out of the rotor plane. Figure 30
shows spectra from two points in figure 29 for Mtip =
0.62. Spectra are shown for collectives of 3° and 15°
corresponding to CT/_3 of 0.004 and 0.076, respectively.
Except at the in-plane microphone location (fig. 30(c)),
amplitudes of the low-order blade passage harmonics
increase 5 to 10 dB from low to high thrust. The increase
is less at the in-plane location. Loading noise dominates
the low-order harmonics at the out-of-plane locations and
thickness noise dominates at the in-plane location.
Amplitudes of higher frequency harmonics increase 10 to
15 dB at all locations with increased thrust. Measurements
in dBA (fig. 29) also increase 10 to 15 dB. The broadband
floor is a few dB higher at the higher frequencies. These
observations indicate turbulence ingestion as the
mechanism associated with the higher harmonics.
Turbulence grid- A grid in a fluid stream creates eddies
with length scales on the order of the grid spacing. These
eddies decay far downstream of the grid. In this test, the
rotor was in the near downstream region of the grid where
the small, grid-generated eddies had partially decayed but
the larger atmospheric eddies had not yet been signifi-
cantly affected by the introduction of the grid-generated
small-scale turbulence. Inserting the grid changed the
turbulence ingested by the rotor. Although the exact
nature of this change was not documented, the grid added
small-scale turbulence to the existing atmospheric
turbulence. This change in turbulence is expected to
increase the broadband floor of the noise spectra in the
higher end of the spectrum examined in this investigation.
Figure 31 shows measurements for Mti p ---0.62 with and
without the grid present for 0 = 3°, 7 °, and 15°. Except in
the plane of the rotor, noise measurements with the grid
present are consistently higher. Measured values of U'n are
not available for conditions with the grid, but Batchelor
(ref. 7) provides an equation for estimating the rms
turbulence velocity downstream of a grid:
The calculated rms turbulence velocities range from 0.067
to 0.26, 0.12 to 0.36, and 0.19 to 0.53 for 0 = 3°, 7 °,
and 15°, respectively. The error in estimating x0/d has
been included in these calculations, i.e., 5 < x0/d < 15.
Figure 32 shows spectra, with and without the grid,
representing two points in figure 31 for a collective pitch
of 3°. For microphones out of the rotor plane, amplitudes
oftherotorbladepassageharmonicsare3to5dBhigher
formostharmonicswhenthegridispresent.The
amplitudeofthebroadbandfloorisalsohigherwiththe
grid,about3dBatlowfrequenciesandincreasingwith
increasingfrequency.
Concluding Remarks
This investigation examined some of the effects of
atmospheric turbulence ingestion on hovering tail rotor
acoustics. The presentation of dBA levels and power
spectra provide overall and detailed information
concerning changes in radiated sound due to various
atmospheric parameters. Because of the large scatter in
the turbulence data, these changes cannot be precisely
quantified. The data, however, clearly indicate a strong
dependence of measured sound levels on the rotor inflow
velocity and thrust level. This trend is somewhat
unexpected and warrants further investigation.
Specific remarks about the presented data are as follows:
I. The atmosphere is assumed to be isotropic far from the
rotor.
2. Far-field rms turbulence velocities generally increase
with increasing atmospheric windspeed.
3. The maximum longitudinal eddy length stretching ratio
is approximately nine.
4. Near-field rms turbulence velocity increases with
atmospheric windspeed. There is no discernable effect of
rotor operating condition on the rms turbulence velocity.
5. The widening of peaks with increasing frequency in the
measured spectrum is attributed to turbulence ingestion
noise.
6. Noise measurements made along the rotor axis indicate
that with higher near-field rms turbulence velocity, the
amplitude of the lower frequency rotor blade passage
harmonics is about the same. Also, with higher near-field
rms turbulence velocity, the broadband noise floor
increases, about 2 dB at the lower frequencies and about
5 dB at the higher frequencies.
7. No distinct effect of eddy length on measured noise
was observed.
8. No distinct effect of atmospheric windspeed on
measured noise was observed.
9. Sound levels measured in dBA increase with increasing
rotor inflow velocity and rotor thrust. Current theories do
not account for the influence of rotor thrust on turbulence
ingestion noise.
10. The addition of small scale turbulence caused by
installing a grid upstream of the rotor increased the sound
levels measured in dBA for locations out of the rotor
plane. Also, for locations out of the rotor plane, the
amplitude of the broadband floor in the measured
spectrum is higher with the grid.
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Appendix A--Program Summary
In 1980 the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) and
NASA Ames Research Center initiated a joint effort to
study helicopter tail rotor noise. The program was
designated Task 13A--Helicopter Tail Rotor Noise, and
was part of the larger NASA/United Kingdom Ministry
of Defence (MOD) Procurement Executive Joint
Aeronautical Programme. The RAE was renamed the
Defense Research Agency (DRA) in 1992.
The helicopter tail rotor noise program was to consist of a
series of tests using a full-scale Lynx tail rotor, culminat-
ing with a test in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel including both a Bell 412 main rotor and the Lynx
tail rotor operating simultaneously but independently.
The first test was conducted by the RAE in their 24-Foot
Wind Tunnel (ref. 17) with the primary objective of
documenting the baseline acoustics and performance of
the Lynx tail rotor in forward flight. A secondary
objective was to compare acoustic data obtained in the
planned Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel with acoustic
data from the RAE 24-Foot Wind Tunnel. The RAE test
matrix and microphone positions were specified to match
the future 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel tests. The effects
of rotor operating conditions on noise were determined,
but data scatter prohibited reliable determination of polar
noise distributions.
The second test, which consisted of operating the Lynx
tail rotor in hover, was conducted at the NASA Ames
Outdoor Aerodynamic Research Facility. Test objectives
included measuring isolated rotor performance in hover
and exploration of the effects of atmospheric turbulence
on rotor acoustics. The performance and loads data from
the second test are presented in reference 4. The effects of
ingested atmospheric turbulence on tail rotor acoustics are
documented in reference 3. The microphone locations for
this second test were based on the locations used in the
first test. Data were collected over the ranges of collective
pitch and rotor rotational velocity that were to be used in
the subsequent 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel test. The
primary acoustics conclusion is that atmospheric turbu-
lence is the dominant noise source near the rotor axis for a
hovering tail rotor.
The third test in the program consisted of a Bell 412 main
rotor operating in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The
primary test objective was to measure the full-scale
rotor/fuselage aerodynamic interactions. The measured
interactions are documented in reference 18. This test was
necessary so that the aerodynamics of the main rotor with
fuselage could be understood prior to adding the tail rotor
to the test configuration.
The last two proposed tests were to be the isolated Lynx
tail rotor in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel, and the
Bell 412 main rotor with the Lynx tail rotor operating in
the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The last two tests were not conducted. The decision was
made to terminate Task 13A due to the helicopter tail
rotor noise program being more than ten years in duration,
changing priorities within the National Full-Scale
Aerodynamic Complex (NFAC), the backlog of tests
scheduled for the NFAC, and the scheduled acoustic
modification of the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel test
section.
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Appendix B--Description of Measured Parameters
Parameter Description
Coil
Config
Cq/s
Ct/s
Datm (= _,)
ELf
EL n
F 30*
F 40*
F 70*
Flap**
FM
Hum
M2 dBA
M2 SPL
M6 dBA
M6 SPL
M8 dBA
M8 SPL
M9 dBA
M9 SPL
M11 dBA
M11 SPL
Mtip
Opaque
Patm
PDT
Rho
RPM
Sky Cov
Temp
Uf
Un
U'f
U'n
Vatm (= Voo)
Vrot
collective pitch
A : near-field tower not installed, grid not installed
B : near-field tower installed, grid not installed
C : near-field tower installed, grid installed
torque coefficient divided by rotor solidity
thrust coefficient divided by rotor solidity
wind direction relative to the rotor axis
far-field eddy length derived from hot-film measurement
near-field eddy length derived from hot-film measurement
flapwise bending moment, r/R=0.30
flapwise bending moment, r/R=0.40
flapwise bending moment, r/R=0.70
blade flap angle
figure of merit
relative humidity
A-weighted sound pressure level measured at microphone 2
overall sound pressure level measured at microphone 2
A-weighted sound pressure level measured at microphone 2
overall sound pressure level measured at microphone 6
A-weighted sound pressure level measured at microphone 8
overall sound pressure level measured at microphone 8
A-weighted sound pressure level measured at microphone 9
overall sound pressure level measured at microphone 9
A-weighted sound pressure level measured at microphone 11
overall sound pressure level measured at microphone 11
tip Mach number
level of sky opaqueness: 1-minimum, 10-maximum
barometric pressure
Pacific daylight time
air density
rotor angular speed
amount of cloud coverage: 1-minimum, 10-maximum
ambient temperature
far-field average wind speed measured by hot-film
near-field average wind speed measured by hot-film
far-field turbulent velocity measured by hot-film
near-field turbulent velocity measured by hot-film
far-field wind speed measured by cup anemometer
rotor inflow velocity measured by pitot-static probe
Units
deg
deg
m
m
N-m
N-m
N-m
deg
%
dBA
dB
dBA
dB
dBA
dB
dBA
dB
dBA
dB
bar
hr:min
kg/mA3
rev/min
°C
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
positive, upper surface in compression
positive, blade flaps toward gearbox
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Appendix C--Measured Parameters
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Figure 1. Tail rotor blade.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup.
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Figure 3. Tail rotor test rig. (a) Front view, (b) side view, (c) section A-A.
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Figure 4. Near-field hot-film probe and grid location.
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Figure 5. Turbulence-generating gnd installation.
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Figure 6. Plan view of experimental setup.
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Figure 7. Hot-film data acquisition system.
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Figure 8. Acoustic data acquisition system.
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Figure 9. Power spectrum showing effect of gear noise removal at microphone 9, Or = 4.5, Run 44 Point 5, Mti p = 0.56,
9 = 11°, U_ = 0.00 re s, near-field tower not installed, grid not installed.
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Figure 10. Example of near-field hot-film data for Run 147 Point 3, -Un= 3.96 m/s, u'n = 0.083 m/s, An = 7.2 m, near-field
tower installed, grid not installed. (a) Time history, (b) autocorrelation.
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Figure 10 (concluded). (c) Spectrum.
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Figure 12. Effect of near-field tower on acoustic powerspectra fore = 15 °, grid not installed. (a) Microphone 2,
(b) microphone 8.
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Figure 12 (continued). (c) Microphone 6.
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Figure 12(concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 13. Effect of horizontal support on acoustic power spectra for Mtip = O.52, near-field tower not installed, grid not
installed. (a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 8.
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Figure 14. Consistency of acoustic power spectra for e = 5 °, Mtip = O.52, near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 9.
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Figure 15. Consistency of acoustic power spectra for 0 = 7 °, Mti p = 0.52, near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 9.
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Figure 16. Consistency of acoustic power spectra for e= 11°, Mtip = O.62, near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 9.
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Figure 17. Far-field eddy lengths.
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Figure 18. Far-field rms turbulence velocity.
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Figure 19. Longitudinal eddy length stretching ratio.
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Figure 20. Near-field longitudinal eddy length.
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Figure 21. Near-field rms turbulence velocity.
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Figure 22. Power spectrum for Run 44 Point 5, Mtip = 0.56, e = 11_, U= = 0.00 m/s, near-field tower not installed, grid not
installed. (a) Microphone 6, (b) microphone 11.
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Figure 23. Measured sound level variation with rms turbulence velocity, near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 8, (c) microphone 6.
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Figure 23 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 24. Effect of near-field rms turbulence velocity on acoustic power spectra for e = 7 _, Mti p = 0.52, near-field tower
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Figure 24 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 25. Measured sound level variation with near-field eddy length, near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 8, (c) microphone 6.
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Figure 25 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 26 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 27. Measured sound level variation with atmospheric wind speed. Near-field tower installed, grid not installed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone & (c) microphone 6.
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Figure 27 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 28. Measured sound level variation with rotor inflow velocity. Near-field tower instafed, grid not instafed.
(a) Microphone 2, (b) microphone 8, (c) microphone 6.
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Figure 28 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 29. Measured sound level variation with CT/s , near-field tower installed, grid not installed. (a) Microphone 2,
(b) microphone 8, (c) microphone 6.
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Figure 29 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 30. Effect of CT/S on acoustic power spectra. Near-field tower installed, grid not instafed. (a) Microphone 2,
(b) microphone 8.
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Figure 30 (continued). (c) Microphone 6.
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Figure 30 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 31 (concluded). (d) Microphone 9, (e) microphone 11.
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Figure 32. Effect of grid on acoustic power spectra for 8 = 3 °. Near-field tower installed. (a) Microphone 2,
(b) microphone 8.
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Figure 32 (continued). (c) Microphone 6.
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